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Genome wide association study (GWAS)
Over the past ≈12 years, major transformative development in biomedical science.
robust identification of association: genomic loci ⇔ outcomes e.g. disease status
genomes don’t usually vary over the lifespan, so direction of causality is clear
opportunities for confounding are limited + good strategies for addressing them.

GWAS “Manhattan plot” (Ikram MK et al PLoS Genetics 2010).

Overview of GWAS
In a Genome-Wide Association Study (GWAS) n individuals are recorded for:
genotypes at m markers (usually Single-Nucleotide Polymorphisms, SNPs), and
trait(s) that may be categorical (e.g. case/control) or quantitative (numerical values).
Ascertainment: Individuals may be chosen based on trait value(s), which can affect the
analysis.
e.g. in case/control studies, cases are usually oversampled because in a population
random sample they would be too rare for a well-powered analysis.
Imputation: In addition to (typically 0.5M to 1M) directly genotyped SNPs there are now
powerful methods to impute the genotypes at typically 5M to 10M SNPs.
including many SNPs with low MAF (= minor allele fraction);
uncertainty in imputed genotypes can be important, so they should be modelled as
random variables; however most often low-quality SNPs are weeded out and the
remaining SNP genotypes are regarded as known with certainty.

Human chrs 20-22 + X association plot. From NHGRI-EBI GWAS Catalog

Is the GWAS glass half-full or half-empty? The omnigenic world
Despite the success at placing coloured dots on chromosomes,
most GWAS SNPs have very low effect sizes
fine-mapping the exact causal variant is very difficult
in most cases the functional mechanism remains unclear.
In addition to the classical genetics terms monogenic, oligogenic and polygenic, recently1
the term omnigenic has been coined to describe a genetic architecture in which
causal variants are dispersed almost everywhere in the genome
most have a small effect on observed outcome that is mediated through complex
pathways offering little opportunity for intervention.
It has been estimated that there is a causal variant for height in every Mb of the human
genome (> 3 000 Mb).
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Boyle, Li & Pritchard Cell 2017.

The GWAS community’s response to the omnigenic world
Ever bigger sample sizes: 5K was big 10 years ago, 50K was big 5 years ago, today we
have the 500K UK Biobank.
More genetic markers, enhanced by imputation from sequenced genomes: 500K SNPs
used to be a lot, now 10M is routine:
almost all SNPs with population minor allele fraction (MAF) above about 0·005.

Meta-analysis: combining results from multiple studies of similar phenotypes in similar
populations.
Instead of just one outcome, analyse intermediate phenotypes and/or multiple, related
outcomes.
Instead of just one SNP at a time, analyse all genome-wide SNPs simultaneously.
Further problems:
Computation time can be a bottleneck with 500K individuals × 10M SNPs × multiple
outcomes × multiple studies.
Data sharing hindered by data privacy issues: typically only summary statistics at each
SNP are available, not individual-level data.

Three motivations for a GWAS
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identification of causal variants through association of trait with genotype at
tightly-linked SNPs;
training of a prediction model for future genotyped individuals of unknown trait value;
understanding the genetic architecture of disease (number of causal variants, their effect
size distribution, MAF spectrum, distribution across the genome).

Single-SNP tests of association: For motivation 1 above, can test one SNP at a time
against each trait, i.e. for SNP j we test βj = 0 in a regression model of the form
y = βj xj + ,
where y and xj are length-n vectors of, respectively, trait values and genotypes at SNP j.
This type of analysis prevailed for about the first half-decade of GWAS, say 2006 to 2011.
Genotypes are usually coded additively (heterozygote midway between the homozygotes).
For interpretability of the βj , the xj may be standardised; this does not affect the result of
the significance test.

Genome-wide statistical models: overfitting
Nowadays single-SNP tests are being superseded by genome-wide statistical models e.g.
y=

m
X

βj xj + .

(1)

j=1

Usually m  n and so the βj cannot be estimated without further assumptions. Possible
solutions:
1 Select m 0 ≤ n SNPs, e.g. by thresholding on p-values from single-SNP association.
2 Bayesian regression: prior distribution on the β with most probability close to zero.
j
3 Empirical Bayes: similar to 2 above but the “prior” distribution depends on parameter(s)
(e.g. effect size variance, Var[βj ]) estimated from the data.
4 Shrinkage/penalised regression: similar to 3 above but rather than derive a posterior
distribution for the βj , just maximise the posterior density to obtain point estimates β̂j .
The prior distribution on the βj is often called a penalty function and the posterior density
is called the penalised likelihood.

Sparse and omnigenic models
Early attempts at such models were driven by a belief in sparsity: almost all the βj are zero.
e.g. the Lasso implements a double exponential prior on the βj with a sharp peak at zero;
the posterior is also maximised at zero unless the signal of association is large.
Nowadays there is greater appreciation that nature is “omnigenic”: best modelled by (small)
contributions from very many SNPs.
Independent Gaussian (normal) prior distributions on the βj provide a
computationally-feasible omnigenic model.
Any such models incorporate arbitrary aspects (e.g. why should the βj be exponential or
Gaussian?) but we can improve and check their adequacy:
Model parameters can be estimated e.g. using maximum likelihood, to obtain an
acceptable model fit. Also models can be compared via likelihood.
Models can be optimised by comparing properties of simulated data against real data.
The predictive performance of a model can be checked, for example using cross validation.

Heritability (h2 ): definition
Informally, heritability is an attempt to quantify the old “nature versus nurture” issue:
How much variation in an observed trait is attributable to genetics rather than
environment?
Narrow-sense heritability h2 is the fraction of phenotypic variance explained in a regression
model by (additive) genetic variants:
X
y=
βj zj + 
(2)
j

where zj is a vector of genotypes at the jth genome variant (coded additively), and βj is its
effect size.
(2) is similar to (1) but sums over all genome variants whether genotyped/imputed or not.
Problems:
we don’t observe all the zj ,
even if we did, we still can’t estimate the βj well, too many predictors ⇒ over-fitting.

Heritability: pedigree-based inference in mixed models
Historic (clever) solution (avoids need for genotype data): random effect regression (or
mixed model) with correlation structure defined by pedigree-relatedness:
y =γ+

where

γ ∼ N(0, σg2 K ) and  ∼ N(0, σe2 I )

(3)

where K is an n × n kinship matrix computed from identity-by-descent (IBD) probabilities in a
pedigree, and I is the identity matrix. Then:
h2 =

σg2
.
σg2 +σe2

Rationale: K ≈ expected genome-wide allele sharing across individuals, which reflects the
excess allele sharing (beyond random draws) that generates phenotypic correlation.
Inference of σg2 , σe2 and h2 :
REML: maximum likelihood adjusted to reduce bias due to nuisance parameters, or
Haseman-Elston (HE) regression: (yi −yi 0 )2 = a + bKii 0 + ii 0 for all pairs of individuals i and
i 0 . Then h2 = −b/a.

Problems with computing K from pedigrees
The mixed model/pedigree approach worked well over decades in animal/plant breeding, but
there are problematic assumptions, including:
Correlation in trait value depends on actual allele sharing, but pedigrees (at best) only
give expected allele sharing, and the variance of actual allele sharing can be large.
The expected allele sharing is only for a specific pedigree:
the answer depends on choice of pedigree;
there is no such thing as a complete or ideal pedigree.

For many years these limitations were overlooked because there was no good alternative.
Pedigrees are still often regarded as defining ”true” relatedness, but in fact there is no
definitive measure of relatedness;
Nowadays we can measure actual allele sharing from genome-wide SNPs (or sequences).
But there are many ways to compute a SNP-based “kinship”.

See: Speed & Balding (2015) “Relatedness in the post-genomic era: is it still useful?” Nat
Rev Genet 16(1), 33-44. doi:10.1038/nrg3821

Common SNPs explain much of the heritability for human height.
Yang et al. Nat. Genet. (2010).
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Instead of pedigree-IBD, Yang et al. computed K from m genome-wide SNPs to obtain the
2 : the heritability tagged by the SNPs.
SNP heritability hSNP
In the mixed model (3), K = XX T /m where X = matrix of standardised genotypes.
They only include unrelated individuals. This seems crazy, because pairs of relatives
convey the most information for estimating the regression slope, as indicated below:

2
Advantages of using unrelated individuals in computing hSNP
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Compared with traditional heritability estimated from close relatives, advantages of hSNP
Ignoring effects of common environment (+ dominance and epistasis) is less problematic.
Low information per pair of unrelateds is usually countered by many pairs.
Unrelateds share only short genome intervals ⇒ contributions can be partitioned into
different genome regions (e.g. chromosomes, genes, functional classes).
Disadvantage:
contributions from causal variants not tagged by SNPs are not included.
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GCTA: Yang et al. Am J Hum Genet 2011
The software GCTA implementing the Yang et al. approach has been very popular.
GCTA underlies many Nature Genetics papers.
Results from the method seemed to help “rescue” GWAS from criticism and partly solve
the “missing heritability” problem:
genome-wide significant SNPs explain very little phenotypic variance for a complex trait, but
2
typically hSNP
> h2 /2.

Each entry in the SNP-based kinship matrix K = XX T /m can be interpreted as a genome-wide
average of n = 1 correlation estimates of genotypes (called an “allelic correlation matrix”).
It has come to be regarded by many as the definitive SNP-based measure of kinship, but
there is no strong basis for this claim.
The term “genomic relatedness matrix” (GRM) is misleading in suggesting that it is the
“correct” kinship measure from SNPs.
We prefer “genomic similarity matrix” (GSM): the name indicates that there are many
possible choices for computing K .

Aside: Kinships based on unobserved pedigrees
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Some population genetics authors put much weight on this theory, but
the underpinning assumptions don’t hold in natural populations;
negative allelic correlations arise in practice yet pedigree kinship is positive by definition.

Problems with SNP kinships
1

In many populations, everyone is closely related:
any two haploid human genomes share over 99.9% sequence identity due to shared ancestry;

but SNPs are chosen to be highly polymorphic. Therefore:
measures of similarity can depend sensitively on the MAF spectrum;
more low-MAF sites ⇒ more similarity;
MAF spectrum depends on SNP chip and QC.
2

There are many SNP-based measures of the genetic similarity of two individuals.
Which one gives the “best” value for Var[γ] ?
The answer will vary with the genomic architecture of the trait.
In some cases it is feasible to optimise e.g. the likelihood within a class of possible K (e.g.
optimising over genotype scaling parameter α discussed below) but over-fitting can affect
some inferences.

A brief survey of possible SNP-kinships
1

2

Average haplotype sharing. Useful in some settings, but small (e.g. < 1Mb) shared
fragments are informative (because there are many of them) but hard to utilise.
Genome-wide averages of single-SNP similarities.
Using matches of observed alleles (sometimes called identity by state, IBS) in analogy with
IBD probabilities in pedigrees, we average the following scores:
(0, 0) or (2, 2)
→
(0, 1), (1, 1) and (1, 2) →
(0, 2)
→

1
0·5
0

where the SNP genotypes of the two individuals are coded as 0,1 and 2, with 1 =
heterozygote.
Disagreement about how to code heterozygotes: PLINK codes (1,1) as 1, rather than 0·5.

3

A 1-parameter family of “kinship coefficients” for individuals i and i 0 with genotypes Xij
and Xi 0 j at SNP j with MAF pj :
m

1 X
(Xij − 2pj )(Xi 0 j − 2pj ) × [pj (1−pj )]α
m
j=1

α = 0 centred, unscaled genotypes; popular in plant and animal breeding.
α = −1 gives allelic correlations used by Yang et al.; upweights low-MAF SNPs; popular for
SNP-based h2 estimation in human genetics.
Different values of α correspond to different assumptions about the genome-wide
MAF–effect size relationship.
α can be optimised (e.g. by maximising likelihood) to best reflect the distribution of effect
sizes for the trait of interest.
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Relationship between heritability and MAF of a SNP
The MAF-h2 relationship for SNPs is affected by selection on the phenotype: negative
selection implies that high-effect variants are unlikely to become common.
The value α = −1 implies that heritability is constant over SNPs;

to maintain constant h2 as MAF decreases, the effect size variance has to increase rapidly
(like 1/MAF) which seems implausible.

Animal/plant breeders often assume α = 0;
then effect size variance does not change with MAF, and h2 decreases linearly with MAF.

We found that, as expected, the optimal α varies over traits, but on average over the 25
human traits α = −0.25 is close to optimal;
this implies that the effect size variance grows slowly (like (MAF)−0.25 ) as MAF
decreases, so that h2 declines like (MAF)0.75 .

Further research can improve this model
MAF is closely related to linkage disequilibrium and the two need to be modelled together.

Estimate of Per−SNP h2 (Relative)

Genotype scaling

Curves: the (theoretical)
per-SNP h2 as a function
of MAF for 3 values of α.

α = −1
α = −0.25
α=
0

Dashed lines: average values over each part.
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Some implications of the SNP-based approach
The mixed model (3) can be derived from the genome-wide regression (1) in the special case
βj ∼ N(0, σg2 /m), independently for each j. Call this (1)*.
The equivalence of (3) and (1)* is very useful and important. It seems to have been
appreciated gradually by different authors over recent years. No definitive reference.
Only (3) was available for pedigree-based h2 , and it retains computational advantages.
(1)* is more interpretable: every SNP has an effect (which may be small) either due to
being causal (a functional effect on genotype) or through tagging causal variants.
Model (1)* is similar to the definition of heritability (2), but now
only genotyped/imputed SNPs included, not all genome variants;
the Gaussian prior βj ∼ N(0, σg2 /m) is
independent and identically-distributed (iid) over SNPs.

The iid assumption was inherited from the mixed model with IBD kinships, but is implausible:
multiple SNPs can tag the same causal variant, so their effects are correlated;
we have already established that the βj vary with MAF, perhaps also other factors?

Binary traits: liability model
The analyses discussed so far don’t work well for ascertained case-control studies.
We can use (3) or (1)* treating the case/control status as a 0/1 numeric value, the
resulting heritability estimate can depend on both the population proportion of cases π
and the sample proportion of cases p.
A trick to overcome this problem is to imagine an underlying continuous variable L such that
an individual i is a case if and only Li > T , where T is a threshold determined by the trait
prevalence.

Heritability on the observed (O) and liability (L) scales; HE regression
2 , heritability based on the 0/1 observations, is related to liability
It turns out that hO
heritability hL2 via
π 2 (1−π)2
2
hL2 = hO
×
,
p(1−p)z 2

where z is the standard normal density at T .
2 and then transforming to h2 .
So we can proceed by computing hO
L

Instead of REML, Golan et al. PNAS (2014) recommended HE regression, also on the
observed scale and then using the above transformation (adjusted for covariates).
HE regression involves regressing (yi −yi 0 )2 against Kii 0 over all pairs of individuals i and i 0 .

HE is less statistically efficient than REML if the REML assumptions hold, but it is more
robust and computationally easy, whereas REML is infeasible for very large datasets.
The Kii 0 are usually computed as allelic-correlation kinships (the intuition is that allelic
correlations are natural to predict phenotypic correlations).
But any SNP-based measure of genome-wide similarity can be used.

Dangers in SNP-heritability analysis

2 estimates can be inflated by
hSNP
population structure/cryptic relatedness
2
Possible remedy: compare hSNP
from all SNPs with sum of values over a partition.

genotyping errors, which can be particularly important when cases and controls are
genotyped separately.
Some testing is possible (e.g. for quantitative traits in multiple cohorts).
The problem can be ameliorated using very strict quality control on genotypes, for example a
high threshold on imputation scores.
But strict QC results in loss of information.

Published criticisms of GCTA
2 sensitive to population structure. Did
Browning & Browning, Am J Hum Genet (2011): hSNP
not note the partition test.

Golan et al. PNAS 111, 5272-81 (2014). Proposed PCGC regression which is based on HE
regression instead of REML, specifically for case-control data.
Kumar et al. PNAS (2016) “Limitations of GCTA as a solution to the missing heritability
problem”. They make several criticisms:
some can be attributed to insufficiently strict QC;
others reflect basic misunderstandings, see e.g. blog by Gusev;
they noted that GCTA does not include correlations in the βj due to LD.
2 estimates are robust to
Speed et al. Am J Hum Genet (2012): reported that hSNP
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2
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Implemented in LDAK, world’s most popular software for computing LD-Adjusted Kinships,
2 estimation and prediction
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http://ldak.org

biased downward (Fig. 1). Methods have been developed to adjust
Yang et al. (2015) Nat Genet 47, 1114-20
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Do we need to stratify on MAF and/or LD?
Subsequent to the original publication of GCTA, modifications were proposed to stratify SNPs
first on MAF and later on both MAF and LD, so that the iid βj assumption is only made
within strata. This reduces the problem, but:
the iid assumption is also invalid within strata;
arbitrary strata boundaries,
many additional parameters to estimate,
loss of interpretability – reduced opportunity to understand mechanisms.
We found that GCTA-LDMS achieves about the same total log-likelihood as LDAK over
many studies, at the cost of 19 additional parameters.
The MAF and LD stratifications applied to LDAK lead to small gains in log-likelihood
but improvements can’t justify any additional parameters,
so our MAF and LD adjustments appear adequate by this criterion;
however we do currently recommend partitioning for SNPs with MAF < 1%.

Recap of LD issue
GCTA model assumes a priori that βj ∼ N(0, σg2 /m) for every SNP.

The modified model βj ∼ N(0, wj σg2 /W ) fits empirical human data much better, where:
P
wj is a weight that reflects local levels of LD and W = j wj ;
wj tends to be low if the jth SNP is in high LD with nearby SNPs.

In addition to the LD issue, we saw earlier that the allelic-correlation kinship matrix is also
suboptimal because the α = −1 scaling of genotypes does not adequately model the MAF –
effect size relationship for real traits. We found that
α = −0.25 fits well on average over many traits when LDAK weights are included to
allow for LD effects.
The optimal α value varies across traits, due to differing selection effects.
Above analyses use REML for binary traits, but we now recommend using LDAK weights in
PCGC regression.
2 estimates.
This leads to a further ≈ 20% increase in hSNP
NB: our LD model downweights common (well-genotyped) SNPs and upweights rare and
poorly-genotyped SNPs so strict QC is important.

We’ve covered effects of LD and MAF on SNP h2 . Anything else?
Genotype certainty is another major factor. We consider:
poorly-genotyped or poorly-imputed common SNPs;
all low-MAF SNPs (MAF < 0.01).
Intuitively, the lower the genotype certainty the lower our prior expected heritability.
Previous analyses have not taken this into account.
It’s common to impose strict QC, but at a high cost in terms of missing true h2 .
We propose a measure rj of genotype certainty at the jth SNP. Our heritability model now has
genotypes scaled with α = −0.25 and
βj ∼ N(0, rj wj σg2 /W ).
Previous analyses have assumed rj = wj = 1 and α = −1.

Need to test for correlation between genotyping errors and phenotype before including
low-certainty SNPs (rj  1).

ARTICLES
Including rare variants: UCLEB data, 23 quantitative traits, metabochip
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Genome partitioning example: DNaseI hypersensitivity sites (DHS):
Gusev et al. (2014) used SNP partitioning to assess the contributions of SNPs classed by
functional annotations.
2 was explained by DHS, which include
Across 11 diseases they reported that 79% of hSNP
< 20% of all SNPs;
a striking 4-fold enrichment;
2
DHS account for almost all non-genic hSNP
.

We perform a similar analysis using the 10 traits we have in common with their study (for
9 of these, using the same data) and using their definitions of DHS.
2 .
Under the GCTA Model, DHS contribute 86% (SD 4) of hSNP
2 .
Under the LDAK Model, DHS contribute 25% (SD 2) of hSNP

LDAK predicts 18% DHS contribution ⇒ 1.4-fold enrichment.
We estimate that genic SNPs contribute 29% (SD 2), representing 1.6-fold enrichment,
respectively.
2
Over 42 traits, DHS contribute 24% (SD 2) of hSNP
.

Type 2 Diabetes
Schizophrenia
Ulcerative Colitis
Multiple Sclerosis
Average
Expected

50

100

150

Bipolar Disorder
Coronary Artery Disease
Crohn's Disease
Hypertension
Rheumatoid Arthritis
Type 1 Diabetes

0

Contribution of SNP Class to h2SNP (%)

Heritability of genome parts

DHS (GCTA)

DHS (LDAK)

Genic (LDAK)

Inter−Genic (LDAK)

h2 intensity over genomic regions
For larger genomic regions we need to compare the heritability with that expected given the
region size.
“Intensity of heritability” is the heritability per unit genetic variance of the region.
Apply to exons (coding regions of genes) and flanking DNA:

Intensity and total heritability for functional classes (S Su, MSc thesis)

h2 of SNPs associated with another trait

2015 breakthrough: analysis of all GWAS SNPs using summary statistics
Core idea: the heritability tagged by a SNP increases linearly with its LD (correlation) with
local SNPs. More local LD ⇒ more tagging of causal variation.

b

2015 breakthrough: analysis of all GWAS SNPs using summary statistics
Core idea: the heritability tagged by a SNP increases linearly with its LD (correlation) with
local SNPs. More local LD ⇒ more tagging of causal variation.

b

a

b

LD Score regression (LDSC)
Bulik-Sullivan et al. Nat Genet 2015; 700 google scholar cites
Assuming a polygenic model, LDSC fits a simple linear regression on GWAS summary
statistics Sj :
n 2 X 2
rjk
(4)
E[Sj ] = 1 + A + hSNP
m
k
Sj is an association test statistic at SNP j with a χ21 null distribution
A measures confounding effects (e.g. due to relatedness/pop structure),
n = sample size and m = # SNPs,
2
hSNP
= heritability tagged by all SNPs,
P 2
k rjk = LD Score of SNP j; the sum is over SNPs in a neighbourhood of j.

Our critique of LDSC
1
2

2 .
The slope does not give an accurate estimator of hSNP

Consequently, the intercept is not a good measure of confounding (that would be true
even without the first problem).

Rationale:
2 ,
(4) implicitly assumes that every SNP is expected to contribute equally to hSNP
thus, SNPs are weighted only by their r 2 with SNP j.

Important information is ignored ⇒ results from LDSC are misleading.

So what’s the problem?

The expected heritability of each SNP varies with properties known a priori.
Essentially the same problem we previously criticised (Speed et al. 2017) in GCTA
Most important property of a SNP is its LD with other SNPs. MAF is also important,
and genotype quality, genomic region, ....

LDAK summary-statistic software: SumHer
Instead of assuming E[hj2 ] constant over SNPs as in GCTA and LDSC, SumHer allows a
general heritability model embodied in weights wj that can depend on LD, MAF and other
factors known a priori (in practice we use LDAK weights).
E[Sj ] = C (1 +

n 2 X
h
wk rjk2 ).
W SNP

(5)

k

where W =

Pm

j=1 wj .

LDSC sets wj = 1 for all j, so that W = m.

We include a multiplicative C for confounding in place of the additive A.
This corresponds to the multiplicative adjustment in genomic control, in which the Sj
are divided by the genome inflation factor, GIF.
Notation in following slides: For both LDSC and Sumher, we use suffixes -ZERO for no
confounding term, -CEPT for A adjustment, -GC for C adjustment.

c

d
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simulated data.

2

3

4

5

6

We compare LDSC (with
and without intercept)
with
SumHer
under
GCTA and LDAK models, as well as a model
recently proposed by the
True
Boston group
(Gazal).
Enrichment
1

As expected, both perform well under their assumed model but not otherwise. LDSC performs
poorly under the phenotype model proposed by
the same group.

SumHer

LDSC−ZERO

SumHer

LDSC−ZERO

SumHer

LDSC

LDSC−ZERO

SumHer

LDSC

LDSC−ZERO

SumHer

LDSC

LDSC−ZERO

GCTA
LDAK
Phenotypes
Phenotypes
Checking the models:

0

0.5
0.4
0.1

0.2

0.3

True h2SNP

Enrichment of Conserved Regions

Gazal
Phenotypes

0.6

LDAK
Phenotypes

0

Average Estimate of h2SNP

GCTA
Phenotypes

1.0

All 26 Traits (n=120k)
12 Binary Traits
14 Quantatative Traits

Expected GCTA
Expected LDAK

0.6
0.4
0.2

SumHer estimates are close to LDAK
predictions, but LDSC values are
intermediate between the predictions
of the two models.

0.0

Contribution of Low−LD SNPs

0.8

To compare SumHer and LDSC on
real data, for a large collection of
GWAS datasets we divided small
genomic regions into high-LD and
low-LD tranches, and compared the
2 from
estimated contribution to hSNP
each tranche with expectations under
the GCTA and LDAK models.

LDSC (a=0)

LDSC

SumHer

Hybrid model: data “choose” between GCTA/LDSC and LDAK/SumHer models.
On y axes:
0 = 100% GCTA/LDSC
1 = 100% LDAK/SumHer

)
(b)
(c)
gure 3: Comparing the GCTA and LDAK Models. These analyses use Hybrid-Zero and Hybrid-GC,
(a)ofSimulation
proofassign
of principle
rsions
SumHer which
weights 1-p and p to the GCTA and LDAK heritability models,
spectively.
(a) Average
estimates
p fromdata
Hybrid-Zero
(b) GCTA
vs LDAK
for fullofGWAS
(mean nfor
= GCTA
10K) phenotypes (true p = 0), LDAK
enotypes (true p = 1) and hybrid phenotypes (true p = 0.5). (b) Estimates of p from Hybrid-Zero for the 25
(c) LDSC
vsdistinguish
SumHer for
summary
stats
(meanthe
n=
121K) eMERGE and 7 quantitative eMERGE
w GWAS.
Colors
between
the 13
WTCCC,
5 binary
aits (black denotes the 25-trait average). A precise estimate of p was not possible for Shingles (Segment
Results: 100% support for LDAK (individual genotypes), around 88% support for SumHer
), due
to the trait
having
very low
h2SNPdo
. (c)
Estimates
of QC
p from
Hybrid-GC
the 24 summary GWAS.
(summary
stats)
because
we can’t
strict
enough
with
summaryfor
stats.
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Enrichment from LD

Confounding in Large-Scale GWAS (14 of 24 traits shown)
Trait
Alzheimer’s Disease
Coronary Artery
Crohn’s Disease
Depressive symptoms
Ever Smoked?
Bone Mineral Density
Body Mass Index
Fasting Glucose
Glycated Hemoglobin
HDL Cholesterol
Height
LDL Cholesterol
Menarche Age
Menopause Age
mean (24 traits)

n
54 000
80 000
21 000
161 000
74 000
33 000
230 000
58 000
46 000
96 000
246 000
91 000
253 000
69 000
121 000

GIF
1.09
1.10
1.14
1.12
1.11
1.11
1.13
1.08
1.04
1.03
2.09
1.03
1.66
1.10
1.21

LDSC 1+A
1.07
1.06
1.08
1.03
1.02
1.07
0.80
1.04
1.03
1.04
1.69
1.00
1.21
1.06
1.04

SumHer C
1.03
0.99
0.97
0.96
0.96
1.00
0.55
0.99
0.99
0.68
0.98
0.73
0.89
0.92
0.93

Average 3.1M
SNPs per GWAS
(MAF > 0.01)
GIF = Genomic
Inflation Factor
= ratio of
empirical median
to null median
SumHer finds the
original GWAS
tended to
over-correct for
confounding.

Number of significant loci after correction (14 of 24 traits shown)
Trait
Alzheimer’s Disease
Coronary Artery
Crohn’s Disease
Ever Smoked?
Bone Mineral Density
Body Mass Index
Depressive symptoms
Fasting Glucose
Glycated Hemoglobin
HDL Cholesterol
Height
LDL Cholesterol
Menarche Age
Menopause Age
mean (24 traits)

n
54 000
79 000
21 000
74 000
33 000
230 000
161 000
58 000
46 000
96 000
246 000
91 000
253 000
69 000
121 000

None
21
10
64
0
19
69
0
22
10
130
720
101
289
49
86

GIF
19
6
52
0
18
52
0
20
10
122
196
96
111
39
46

LDSC 1+A
19
7
58
0
18
135
0
20
10
121
288
101
190
39
62

SumHer C
21
10
64
0
19
336
1
23
10
216
754
155
354
55
118

Many extra hits
using C
adjustment from
SumHer:
due mainly to
better heritability
model, not the
difference between
A and C
adjustments.

LDAK Phenotypes
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LDSC predictions of functional enrichment are inflated under the null
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Despite the LDSC model
deficiencies, provided that the
intercept is included in the
model its estimates of genetic
correlations seem about right.
The errors cancel out
across the two traits.
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The figure shows results from
a simulation with true
correlation 0.5.
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Genetic Correlation from SumHer−GC

Genetic correlations: good news
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Genetic Correlation from LDSC

Stratified (S-) LDSC
Finucane et al. (2015) modified LDSC to directly model enrichment of h2 in functional
annotation categories.
The weights correspond to genome annotations relevant to the SNP.
LDAK/SumHer weights are SNP-specific and fixed a priori.
S-LDSC weights are estimated from the data in the summary-statistic analysis.
Gazal et al. (2017) added categories similar to the MAF/LD strata in GCTA.
Choice of denominator:
Enrichment is the ratio of the heritability of a genomic region to its expectation.
Under S-LDSC, E[h2 ] ∝ # SNPs. Under SumHer, E[h2 ] varies with MAF and LD.
We have been criticised by the S-LDSC authors for “changing the rules” but
# SNPs is a poor proxy for expected heritability,
the difference in denominators between the two methods is usually modest (< 20%),
S-LDSC should use as denominator their model after fitting LD and MAF terms.
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SumHer and S-LDSC predictions of functional enrichment are discordant
LDSC (53−Part Model)
SumHer−GC (25−Part Model)

Raw Data

Summary Statistics

Enrichment of regions: coding, conserved,

DHS

2-Part LDSC

10.4 (0.5)

18.1 (0.5)

5.3 (0.1)

3-Part LDSC

7.5 (0.5)

10.6 (0.6)

3.2 (0.1)

Old S-LDSC

6.2 (0.5)

12.0 (0.5)

1.7 (0.2)

Old S-LDSC+

4.6 (0.3)

7.9 (0.3)

1.5 (0.1)

New S-LDSC

4.5 (0.4)

7.6 (0.4)

1.4 (0.1)

New S-LDSC+

4.0 (0.3)

6.3 (0.3)

1.4 (0.1)

2-Part LDSC

18.3 (1.7)

18.3 (1.4)

8.2 (0.2)

2-GRM GCTA

15.3 (1.5)

15.8 (1.3)

7.6 (0.2)

2-GRM LDAK

2.9 (0.4)

1.9 (0.3)

1.3 (0.1)

24.2
(0.4) Statistics
Summary
24.6
from(0.4)
24 published,

large GWAS (mean
n = (0.4)
121K).
20.3
Raw(0.5)
Data:
14.5

genotypes +
phenotypes from
22.3 (0.9)
25 GWAS (mean
n0.9=(0.1)
10K).
28.7 (0.8)

As LDSCDHS
improves,
it gets closer
LDAK.
onserved,
and thinned
SNPs.toFor
each of the four annotations, values r

Prediction of phenotype from genome-wide SNPs
The new ideas about heritability are having an impact on prediction of traits.
BLUP can be thought of as a shrinkage regression technique based on (1)*: it applies iid
shrinkage to every SNP.
MultiBLUP (Speed & Balding, Genome Res, Dec 2014) extends BLUP by allowing
reduced shrinkage in promising genomic regions.
The regions can be pre-specified or chosen adaptively by MultiBLUP.

Mixed model formulation: Y = γ1 + γ2 + γ3 + . . . +  where Var[γk ] = σk2 Kk with Kk
computed from SNPs in kth region.
MultiBLUP is incorporated in the LDAK software.

Genetic Profile
Risk Scores
(no shrinkage)

BLUP
(uniform shrinkage)

Adaptive
MultiBLUP
(flexible shrinkage,
here 3 regions)

0.8

h2= 0.8
Effect size simulation scenarios, each with 5 regions:

BLUP

0.6

MultiBLUP

0.4

●
●

0.2

Prediction Performance (Correlation)

h2= 0.5

1

2

3

1

2

Effect Size Scenario

3

1

The regions contribute
equally to heritability;

2

regions contribute to
heritability in the
ratios 1:2:3:4:5;

3

only Region 5
contributes to
heritability.

Using enrichments to enhance Polygenic Risk Scores for prediction

Summary
Genome-wide linear regression with iid “shrinkage” prior on SNP effects is a popular model
underlying many recent analyses. But the model has important deficiencies.
ignores correlation of SNP effects,
the implied MAF – effect size relationship is not supported by data.
LDAK model has empirically-supported adjustments for MAF, LD and genotype uncertainty:
provides a better fit to empirical data;
can extract information from many more SNPs;
leads to substantial differences with many published results.
LDSC also assumes equal heritability per SNP a priori and can be improved by refining this
assumption. Key apers:
1 Speed D, Cai N, UCLEB Consortium, Johnson M, Nejentsev S, DJB (2017) Re-evaluation
of SNP heritability in complex human traits, Nature Genetics 49(7): 986-92, doi:
10.1038/ng.3865
2 Speed D & DJB (2018) SumHer better estimates SNP heritability in complex traits using
summary statistics, to appear Nature Genetics late 2018. See also BioRχiv 284976, doi:
https://doi.org/10.1101/284976

